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Match Vs

Club’s Level Competition

Date of Match Match Venue

RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORMRFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM

Particulars of Offence

Player’s Surname Date of Birth

Forename(s) Plea Admitted Not Admitted

Club name RFU ID No.

Type of Offence

Law 9 Offence

Sanction

Hearing Details

Hearing Date Hearing venue

Chairmen/SJO Panel Member 1

Panel Member 2 Panel Secretary

Appearance Player Yes No Appearance Club Yes No

Player’s Representative(s): Other attendees:

Forename(s) Plea

List of documents/materials provided to player in advance of hearing:

Forename(s)
Plea
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Summary of Essential Elements of Citing/Referee/s Report/Footage

Forename(s)
Plea
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Essential Elements of Other Evidence (e.g. medical reports)

Forename(s)
Plea
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Summary of Player’s Evidence

Forename(s)
Plea
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Findings of Fact

Forename(s)
Plea
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SANCTIONING PROCESSSANCTIONING PROCESS

Decision

Breach admitted Proven Not Proven Other Disposal (please state below)

Forename(s)
Plea

Assessment of Seriousness

Assessment of intent - Ref 19.11.8

PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX 19.11.8(a) Intentional 19.11.8(b) Reckless

Reasons for finding as to intent:

Nature of actions - Reg 19.11.8(c)
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Existence of provocation - Reg 19.11.8(d)

Whether player retaliated - Reg 19.11.8(e)

Self-defence - Reg 19.11.8(f)

Effect on victim - Reg 19.11.8(g)

Effect on match - Reg 19.11.8(h)

Vulnerability of victim - Reg 19.11.8(i)

Level of participation/premeditation - Reg 19.11.8(j)

Conduct completed/attempted - Reg 19.11.8(k)
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Relevant Off-Field Mitgating Factors - Reg 19.11.10

Acknowledgment of the commission of foul Play 
& timing - Reg 19.11.10(a)
play - Reg 19.11.11(a)

Player’s disciplinary record - Reg 19.11.10(b)

Forename(s) Plea

Youth and/or inexperience of player - Reg 19.11.10(c) Conduct prior to and at hearing - Reg 19.11.10(d)

Other features of player’s conduct - Reg 19.11.8(l)

Assessment of Seriousness Continued

Entry point

Low-end Weeks Mid-range Weeks Top-end* Weeks

*If Top End, the JO or Panel should identify, if apropriate, an entry point between the Top End
and the maximum sanction and provide the reasons for selecting this entry point, below.

In making the above assessment, the Panel should consider the RFU Practice Note 
as set out in Appendix 5 to Regulation 19. Significant weight should be given to 

RFU regulation 19.11.8(a), 19.11.8(h) and 19.11.8(i).

Reasons for selecting entry point:

Forename(s)
Plea
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Number of weeks deducted: 

Number of additional weeks:

Summary of reason for number of weeks deducted:

Forename(s)
Plea

Additional Relevant Off-Field Aggravating Factors - RFU Regulation 19.11.13 

Player’s status as an offender of the laws of the game - Reg 19.11.13 (a)

Need for deterrent to combat a pattern of offending - Reg 19.11.13(b)

Any other off-field aggravating factor that the disciplinary panel considers relevant and appropriate 
- (including poor conduct prior to or at the hearing) Reg 19.11.13 (c)

Remorse and timing of Remorse - Reg 19.11.10(e) Other off-field mitigation - Reg 19.11.10(f)
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Sanction

NOTE: PLAYER ORDERED OFF ARE PROVISIONALLY SUSPENDED PENDING THE HEARING 
OF THEIR CASE, SUCH SUSPENSION SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION WHEN 

SANCTIONING

Total sanction Sending off sufficient

Sanction commences

Sanctions concludes

Free to play

Final date to lodge appeal

Costs (please refer to Reg 
19, Appendix 3 for full 
cost details)

Signature 
(JO or Chairman) Date

NOTE: YOU HAVE THE RIGHT OF APPEAL AGAINST THIS DECISION AS SET OUT 
IN REGULATION 19.12 OF THE DISCIPLINARY REGULATIONS. YOUR ATTENTION IS 

SPECIFICALLY DRAWN TO THE TIME LIMIT AND DIRECTIONS/REQUIREMENTS RELATING 
TO AN APPEAL SET OUT IN REGULATION 19.12.9

ANY PERSON SUSPENDED UNDER THESE REGULATIONS IS REMINDED THAT UNDER RFU
REGULATION 19.11.16 THE SUSPENDED PERSON MAY NOT PLAY THE GAME (OR ANY

FORM THEREOF) OR BE INVOLVED IN ANY ON-FIELD MATCH DAY ACTIVITIES
ANYWHERE WHICH INCLUDES (BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO) ACTING AS WATER CARRIER/

RUNNING ON A TEE ETC

Games for meaningful sanctions:

Forename(s)
Plea


	Games for meaningful sanctions: It was submitted on the Player's behalf that Premiership Cup games are meaningful for this player. The Panel was told the Club has 5 senior loose heads. Two of five are unable to play for at least one month (shoulder dislocation and ACL injury). Of the three remaining loose heads (the Player being one), one of them has a persistent lower back injury that is being managed Saturday to Saturday, with no prospect of he could play in the days after a League weekend. Accordingly it was said that the Player would in all likelihood be in contention for selection for the Premiership Cup. It was noted that the Player has previously played on weekends and mid-week. Further, it was submitted that the Professional Game Board allows 180 minutes of rugby to be played in a weeks provided a player does not start in 3 matches.The RFU did not oppose the submission that the Premiership Cup matches would be meaningful for this player. There being no dispute between the parties, the Panel accepted the submission made on the Player's behalf.v Bath (15/10/2022)v London Irish (17/10/2022)v Exeter (22/10/2022)The Player is eligible for a World Rugby Coaching Intervention. Upon satisfactory completion of the Intervention the suspension will conclude 1 week sooner.*Updated 18/10/22 - PLayer has completed the World Rugby CIP and is therefore available for the game v Exeter Chiefs on the 22 October. 
	Total sanction: 3 matches*
	Sending off sufficient: 
	Sanction commences: 09/10/2022
	Sanction concludes: 24/10/2022 (amended to 18/10/2022)
	Free to Play: 25/10/2022 (subject to completion of the World Rugby CIP) amended to 19/10/2022
	Final date to lodge appeal: 13/10/2022
	Costs: £500
	Signature: Matthew O'Grady
	Date: 12/10/2022
	Summary of reason for number of weeks deducted: Up until this Red Card the Player had an exemplary record in a long career. He was genuinely remorseful and accepted responsibility for his error.
	Remorse and timing of Remorse: Genuinely remorseful and remorse shown on the field.
	Other offfield mitigation: None submitted.
	Number of Additional Weeks: 0 weeks
	Number of Weeks Deducted: 3 weeks
	Conduct prior to and at hearing: Befitting a player of his experience.
	Acknowledgement of guilt and timing: Acknowledged the commission of foul play at the first opporunity.
	Players disciplinary record/good character: No disciplinary matters in his record in a considerable career.
	Youth and inexperience of player: A very experienced player. 204 Club appearances, 79 England and British & Irish Lions Test matches.
	Any other off-field aggravating factor that the disciplinary panel considers relevant and appropriate: N/A
	Match: Newcastle Falcons RFC
	Vs: Saracens RFC
	Clubs Level: 1
	Competition: Gallagher Premiership
	Date of Match: 09/10/2022
	Match Venue: Newcastle Falcons
	Players Surname: Vunipola
	Date of Birth: 14/01/1991
	Forename(s): Makovina
	Club name: Saracens RFC
	RFU ID No: 954099
	Type of Offence: Red Card
	Law 9 Offence: 9.20(a) - Dangerous play in ruck
	Sanction: 3 matches (subject to possible coaching intervention)
	Hearing Date: 11/10/2022
	Hearing venue Panel Member 1 Panel Secretary Appearance Club: Zoom
	Chairmen/SJO: Matthew O'Grady
	Panel Member 1: Mitchell Read
	Panel Member 2: Alastair Campbell
	Panel Secretary: Rebecca Morgan
	Players Representatives: Warrick Lang (Saracens Teams Manager)
	Other attendees: Mark McCall (Director of Rugby)Angus Hetherington (RFU Legal Counsel, Discipline)
	Plea Admitted: Yes
	Plea Not Admitted: Off
	Appearance Player Yes: Yes
	Appearance Player No: Off
	Appearance Club Yes: Yes
	Appearance Club No: Off
	Summary of Players Evidence: The Player accepted he committed an act of foul play that justified a Red Card.The Player said it was his role to get to the breakdown and he was a bit behind play because of the line break. The Player said he saw the back of Newcastle 15 and that was his target. We were told that the Player committed himself and, after doing so, Newcastle 15's head popped up. The Player said he then clearly saw Newcastle 15's head, but he could not change his target.The Player accepted he made direct contact with Newcastle 15's head.He apologised for his actions and said he did so on the field too. We were told that the Player did not intend to hurt Newcastle 15 or make head contact with him.
	Essential Elements of Other Evidence (e: 
	g: 
	 medical reports): An email from the Newcastle Falcons' lead doctor reads:'TP was fine and sustained no acute injury and hasn’t presented today with any delayed onset of symptoms.'


	Findings of Fact: 1. The Player ran to the breakdown from a distance whilst Newcastle 15 was jackling for the ball.2. Before Newcastle 15 was cleared out by another player, the Player committed himself to clearing out Newcastle 15.3. The Player ran to the breakdown at speed from a distance of at least 5m.4. Newcastle 15's head became exposed as he was cleared out.5. The Player propelled himself in an action to clear out Newcastle 15.6. In doing so the Player made contact directly with Newcastle 15's head.7. The foul play, whilst not intentional, involved a very high degree of recklessness.8. The foul involved a high degree of danger because of the force and speed with which the Player connected with the Newcastle 15's head.9. There was no on-field mitigation for the foul play.10. Newcastle 15 was not injured by the foul play.
	Decision: 
	Intentional/deliberate: Off
	Reckless: Yes
	Proven: Off
	Not Proven: Off
	Other Disposal: Off
	Nature of actions  Reg 19118d: 
	List of documents/materials provided to player in advance of hearingRow1: Charge sheetReferee reportWorld Rugby Head Contact Process (March 2021)Sanction tableEmail on condition of Tom PennySubmissions on behalf of RFUSubmissions on behalf of the Player
	Reasons for finding as to intent: There was a very high degree of recklessness because of the speed and force with which the Player propelled himself into the breakdown. Foul play was always likely to result from his action. There was no evidence (and nor was it argued by the RFU) that the foul play was intentional.
	Reasons for selecting entry point: Whether this foul play justified a Mid-Range or Top End Entry Point was finely balanced.On the one hand: 1) there was a very high degree of recklessness; 2) the foul play involved a considerable degree of danger to the victim given the speed and forces involved; and 3) the victim was in a very vulnerable position.On the other hand: 2) the actions were not intentional; and 2) the victim did not sustain any injury or lasting effect.On a very fine balance and weighing all considerations of Seriousness in the round, the Panel assessed the factors weighing in favour of Mid-Range just outweighed those in favour of Top-End. It was the RFU's submission that a Mid-Range Entry Point was appropriate, although 'borderline' Top-End.
	Need for deterrent to combat a pattern of offending: N/A
	Summary of Essential Elements of Citing/Referee/sReport/Footage: The Referee's report in its relevant parts reads:'In the 54th minute of the second half, following a tackle, Newcastle 15 was attempting to gain possession of the ball. As he was cleared out by S11, Saracens 1, entered the breakdown and left his feet. Numerous players ran towards the breakdown and began to grab and hold each other. I believed that foul play may have occurred and so I decided to review the matter on the big screen.I then reviewed the incident on the big screen and saw that N15 made a tackle on S14. N15 immediately got to his feet and attempt to gain possession of the ball. He was then driven off the ball by S4. As N15 fell to the floor, S1 came from a distance and at high speed and without attempting to wrap his opponent, made direct contact with his shoulder and/or head to the of N15.I confirmed the facts with the other match officials. I then issued a red card.As I issued the red card, S1, who was a considerable distance away from me, lifted his hand towards me in what I felt was an apologetic gesture. He then went across to S15 and shook his hand before leaving the pitch.'The footage is consistent with the Referee's report.
	Breach Admitted: Yes
	Players status as an offender of the laws of the game: N/A
	Low End Entry Point: Off
	Top-End Weeks: 
	Mid-range Weeks: 6 weeks
	Low-end Weeks: 
	Mid-Range Entry Point: Yes
	Top End Entry Point: Off
	Conduct completedattempted  Reg 19118k: Completed
	Level of participationpremeditation  Reg 19118j: Sole participant. No premeditation
	Other features of players conduct  Reg 19118l: N/A
	Vulnerability of victim  Reg 19118i: The victim was in a vulnerable position jackling for the ball. His head was exposed and vulnerable. The head itself is a vulnerable part of the body to have been subject to the foul play.
	Effect on match  Reg 19118h: A brief scuffle in the immediate aftermath.
	Effect on victim  Reg 19118g: By good fortune the victim was not injured. He continued playing in the match.
	Selfdefence  Reg 19118f: N/A
	Whether player retaliated - Reg 19: 
	11: 
	8e: N/A


	Existence of provocation - Reg 19: 
	11: 
	8d: None.


	Nature of actions - Reg 19: 
	11: 
	8c: An attempted clear out in a ruck that involved dangerous head contact.




